Free Trade Agreement (FTA) Analyzer
ONESOURCE® FTA Analyzer is a decision-making and analytics tool that delivers up-to-the-day
reports detailing which sourcing countries, trade lanes, and trade agreements provide the most
favorable return on investment, based on company-specific trade data.

Duty optimization is essential for supply chain success
Unprecedented supply chain disruptions have impacted many companies, causing them to rethink
their traditional utilization of Free Trade Agreements “FTAs.” As countries continue to sign new FTAs,
companies that fail to monitor new FTA opportunities could potentially end up paying significantly
more in duties per year.
An effective duty optimization strategy — one that includes capitalizing on FTA benefits as they
continue to change — is critical to delivering optimized landed costs.

Solution features
FTA Optimization Reports
• Ranked reports on trade lanes, products, countries,
and FTAs that can maximize savings.

Unlimited FTA Analysis
• Avoid spending time manually researching trade lane
FTA opportunities for individual products.
• With unlimited searches available on demand, gain
operational efficiency and access the FTA intelligence
you need, when you need it.

Rely on a comprehensive repository
of global trade content
• 500+ global FTAs monitored for changes to
eligibility for member countries and preferential
rates of origin.
• A global team of trade content analysts collectively speaking over 30 languages that cover trade
regulatory data worldwide.
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Key benefits
Quickly determine which FTA will lead to the largest savings and best ROI.
• Create meaningful rationales for trade lane decisions that can be “sold” to leadership.
• Prioritize the most impactful duty optimization opportunities to maximize savings.
• Stay alert to changes by revalidating and re-optimizing your supply chain and making
timely adjustments.
• Save time manually researching a myriad of data points.

FTA Analyzer at a glance
Challenges

Results

High volume of products

Rely on trade lane data uploads that drive
FTA analysis

Shipping to many countries
Multiple FTAs available
Insufficient time to analyse and evaluate
the best FTAs to maximize savings and
operational efficiency

Ensure accurate FTA duty rate content
Rely on 500+ FTAs monitored for changes
Quickly identify opportunities
for FTA savings

FTA Analyzer transforms a resource-intensive analysis process
and provides many-to-many analysis between countries and FTAs
supported in the ONESOURCE Global Trade Content database.
A new supply chain era has already begun
New FTAs, trade wars, the pandemic, and other geopolitical events have triggered companies to
explore diversifying their supply chains and survey their changing FTA opportunities. FTA Analyzer can
help companies navigate the new supply chain era to find the FTA that provides the most savings.

Start by speaking to Thomson Reuters professionals — we will be able
to guide you by:
• Determining your needs and requirements
• Sharing how automated analysis can rapidly identify FTA savings in your supply chain

Contact us today:
888-885-0206
tax.tr.com/globaltrade
Thrive globally. Compete confidently
with ONESOURCE Global Trade solutions.
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